Workshop 1 ‘Data Protection and Cloud Services’
Tuesday 27/10 14.00-16.00 CET

Description
This two-hour workshop will address how cloud services help to make available and protect data. The focus of the workshop will be on legislative aspects concerning remote working, online teaching and research, data protection and security policies. The introductory address will be delivered by Andrew Cormack. If terms like ‘Schrems’ and ‘EDPS’ ring a bell, this workshop is for you.

Audience
CIO’s, security officers and those involved in legislative policy and compliance

Preliminary programme
Walk in from 13.45
Start workshop 14.00

1. Welcome and introductions (10 minutes)
   Thorsten Küfer, Asbjørn Thorsen - EUNIS

2. Introductory talk ‘2020 Hindsight: Clouds and the New Normal’ (30 mins)
   Andrew Cormack - Chief Regulatory Adviser, Jisc, UK
   “2020 was a year of surprises: from COVID-19 to Schrems II. Cloud services were a great help in adapting to rapidly changing demands, but we will soon need to review their role in the “new normal”. This talk will review what has changed on the legal side, and what to look out for in 2021.”

3. Interaction and exchange (45 minutes)
   a. Inventorial Menti-polls ‘rapid response’ menti.com, then code 98 56 66 1
      (each followed by a reflection/discussion (30 minutes)
      1. Responding to Covid-19 circumstances - what approaches/services did you use that you’d call a ‘winner’ - why?
      2. Responding to Covid-19 circumstances - what approaches/services (e.g. remote conference tools) did you use, that you’d want to *stop* using - why?

      Inventorial Menti-poll ‘end of the Privacy Shield’ menti.com, code 91 34 75 6
      1. What changes occurred due the end of the Privacy Shield framework for permitting transatlantic exchanges of personal data for commercial purposes between the EU and
the US https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-53418898)? (e.g. How did you/customers react? Has your service provider changed behavior? Any advice from your regulator?)

b. **Sharing experiences** Participants are invited to bring up (20 minutes)
1. a particular good experience/insight/policy/solution that helped solve issues
2. a particular challenge/problem/disappointment they’d like comments or advise on
3. any other issue you’d like to discuss

4. **Wrap-up and close**
   a. **Brief check** on possible next steps (10 mins)
      - conclusions, recommendations?
      - Possible next steps for participants, the SIG?
      - Preferred topics for two-hour workshops in the future?

   b. **Closing Zoom-polls** on the work of the SIG (5 mins)
      1. Has this 2 hour workshop been worth attending?
      2. Do you prefer a chat-tool like Mattermost, Signal or DeltaChat for communication between SIG members?

End of workshop 16.00

_________________________________________________________________________
Registration
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIuce2prT0rHdTk6bm9clEfDGnnYThS2kSG